Novel activity of KRAB domain that functions to reinforce nuclear localization of KRAB-containing zinc finger proteins by interacting with KAP1.
Previously, we found that two isoforms of the ZNF268 gene (ZNF268a and ZNF268b2, with and without the KRAB domain, respectively) might play distinct roles in normal epithelia and in cervical cancer. Here we further investigated that KRAB domain defined the function disparity in part by reinforcing nuclear localization of ZNF268a. We found that the A-box of KRAB alone retained major specific nuclear localization activity. In contrast, the B-box alone did not have nuclear localization activity but enhanced it significantly. Consistent with the critical function of the A-box, each mutation of six conserved residues (V9, V11, F13, E16, E17 and W18) in the A-box dramatically impaired nuclear localization activity. Furthermore, the unique nuclear localization activity of KRAB was verified in seven additional KRAB-containing zinc finger proteins (KRAB-ZFPs), suggesting that it is a universal feature of KRAB-ZFPs. Finally, KRAB exerted its unique nuclear localization activity by interacting with the RBCC domain of its corepressor KAP1. Our results have revealed a novel mechanism by which the KRAB domain reinforces nuclear localization of KRAB-ZFPs by interacting with KAP1. Our study also suggests that loss of the KRAB domain in KRAB-ZFPs due to aberrant alternative splicing might contribute to carcinogenesis.